
Elevator Installer Resume
Job Objective

Looking for a position as Elevator Installer in which to use my talents and skills to their fullest potential.

Summary of Qualifications:
Wide experience in installing escalators, moving walkways and elevators
Sound knowledge of the installation process of escalators and elevators
Outstanding knowledge of the elevator machines and designs
Ability to meet targets and achievements
Ability to troubleshoot the elevator equipment and resolve it accordingly

Work Experience:
Elevator Installer, April 2008 – Till Date
Bureau Veritas,Alexandria, VA

Maintained and repaired the locks, gears and electric wiring in the elevators and escalators.
Installed the various outer doors and their frames at every entrances of each and every floor of the building.
Prepared log of all the repair work carried and the preventative maintenance carried on the equipment on a regular
basis.
Studied and interpret the technical specification and installed the equipment in accordance to the same.
Ensured that the elevator is working well and resolved any overload and stoppage time issues, performed
troubleshoot after the installation.
Installed various rollers to the elevators to make the ride smooth between the shafts.

Elevator Installer, January 2004 – March 2008
InterSystems, Alexandria, VA

Installed and made adjustments to the small components such as door mechanisms, safety controls, valves and
seals.
Installed various roller to the elevators to make the ride smooth between the shafts, welded the steel rails to enable
the elevator to travel to every floor.
Ensured all the safety procedures are met and monitored the standards at all time.
Installed the various electrical wires along the various shaft walls and covered them with plastic.
Tested the elevator to ensure its power demand and the overload sign.
Studied and interpreted the blueprint and drawings to understand the installation of the elevator.
Participated in various training programs and technical seminar to know about the latest technologies.

Education:
Associate Degree in Electrical Engineering, Kansas City Kansas Community College, Kansas City, KS
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